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Written by Avalon Lustick on June 14, 2018 1:44 pm.

People are outraged over a Father's Day card created by American
Greetings for baby daddies. 

Takeisha Saunders posted a picture on Facebook of the greeting card
that she saw at Target.
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While it is 2018 and the attitude toward children being born out of
wedlock is not so scrutinized anymore, what Saunders found upsetting
is this was the only greeting card available in the store with a black
couple on it. 

But some people are still upset about the baby daddy term as well. 



Target took to Twitter to reply to numerous outraged customers. 

You CANNOT be serious Target!!!! Really!!!?!!!!? This was the only Father’s
Day card that featured a black couple!!!!!!  #OurVoicesReally
#NotMyNarrative #HowAboutHusband #HowAboutLove #HowAboutJustDad
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Some viewers brought up what the card said on the inside to provide
more context to the intentions of the card. 

AskTarget
@AskTarget

We were made aware of some concerns about this card last 
week and are working with our vendor to have it removed from 
Target stores. We appreciate the feedback and apologize. It’s 
never our intent to offend any of our guests with the products we 
sell.
11:16 AM - Jun 14, 2018

See AskTarget's other Tweets

@Target from Father’s all over the world and ESPECIALLY Black 
father’s and the African American community, WE WANT AN 
APOLOGY!!
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This Facebook post is no longer available. It may have been
removed or the privacy settings of the post may have changed.

American Greetings
@amgreetings

Replying to @an0910gel
Thank you for raising this concern and bringing it to our 
attention. This card was intended to be a playful husband card, 
but we have notified the product team that it missed the mark. 
Please accept our sincerest apologies and know we will do 
better in the future.
10:18 AM - Jun 13, 2018
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In addition to their tweet American Greetings also said in a statement,
"This particular card was created for, and addressed to, a loving
husband—which the inside copy makes clear. However, we now see that
the front page, taken out of context, can communicate an unintentional
meaning that we are strongly against perpetuating and is not consistent
with our company purpose and values. We should do better in the future,
and we will. We have noti�ed our store merchandisers to remove the
card from all retailer shelves and apologize for any offense we’ve
caused."  

American Greetings isn't the only one to make an insensitive mistake so
publicly. 

Recently, clothing company H&M tried to sell a shirt with "Coolest
monkey in the jungle" on it with a photo of a black child wearing it. 

H&M MONKEY SWEATSHIRT MODEL’S MOTHER: ‘GET OVER IT (/NEWS/POP-
CULTURE/H-M-MONKEY-SWEATSHIRT-MODEL-S-MOTHER-GET-OVER-IT)'

The Patriots are no stranger to accidentally offending a huge portion of
the population.

Back in 2014, the Patriots celebrated being the �rst Nation Football
League team to reach 1 million followers on Twitter by thanking
followers (http://www.cnn.com/2014/11/14/showbiz/patriots-twitter-
social-media-fails/index.html) who retweeted them with a customized
digital jersey. 
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The team used an automated system to select Twitter handles of those
who participated. It was a mistake that that resulted in producing a
digital jersey like the one below when one winner's handle featured a
racial slur. 



The Patriots then quickly issued an apology on Twitter. 

New England Patriots
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In 2013, New England and the rest of the country suffered through the
traumatic Boston Marathon bombing. 

JURY ORDERS DEATH FOR THE BOSTON MARATHON BOMBER (/NEWS/JURY-
ORDERS-DEATH-FOR-THE-BOSTON-MARATHON-BOMBER)

Three people were killed and more than 260 others were wounded when
two bombs exploded near the �nish line.

Four years after the tragedy, Adidas, a sponsor of the marathon, sent out
an email following the 2017 Boston Marathon with the subject line,
"Congrats, You Survived the Boston Marathon!"

@Patriots

We apologize for the regrettable tweet that went out from our 
account. Our filtering system failed & we will be more vigilant in 
the future.
11:29 PM - Nov 13, 2014
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ADIDAS APOLOGIZES FOR EMAIL FOLLOWING THE BOSTON MARATHON
(/NEWS/ADIDAS-APOLOGIZES-FOR-EMAIL-FOLLOWING-THE-BOS)

The sports apparel company quickly apologized, saying it was
"incredibly sorry" for the "insensitive" subject line about Monday's race.

Mike Denison
@mikd33

.@adidas you may want to rethink the subject line
12:54 PM - Apr 18, 2017
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TRENDING NOW ON NH1.COM

10 NH Haunted Places You'll Only Want to Visit Once (/news/new-
hampshire/10-nh-haunted-places-you-ll-only-want-to-visit-once)

'Noose Around His Neck': NH Groomer Arrested After Dog Dies in Her
Care (/news/animals/noose-around-his-neck-nh-groomer-arrested-after-
dog-dies-in-her-care)

Successful Sweep? 8 Arrested, 7 Out on Bail and Several Drugs Taken
Off NH Streets (/news/crime/successful-sweep-8-arrested-7-out-on-bail-
and-several-drugs-taken-off-nh-streets)
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